




Q. No.6, Attempt any? (Two) partsi 9xZ=LB

(iJ state Lagrange's interpolation formula. Apply it to findflsJ given that/[1) =2,flz) =4,
f{3) =8' fl4) =1G, flT) =1zB and explain why the resurt differs from 25 .

(ii) Solve the following minimal assignment problem

[iii) Prove that every finite integral domain is a field.

Q. No.7. Attempt any 2 (Two) parts: 9x2=LB

Q. No.5. Attempt any Z (Two) parts:

opposite direction.

[iii) Reduce the matrix .4 =

1

Q. No.B, Attempt any 2 [Two) parts:

6,
[i) Evaluat 

", i-4 ^ ayusing Simpson,s ].rtu.toT- x' 3

(ii) State and prove D'Alembert's Principle. Also, deduce the general equation of motion of
rigid body from D'Alembert's principle.

(iiiJ Derive euler's dynamical equations of motion for inviscid fluid.

(i) lf u = x' tafi-' L- y' tan-' L,xy * O, prove ,,n^, !11 = t- ,'= 
.x y O*fu *r +yr

tii) If d=(2,!,-!),6 =(1,-1,0),d=(5,-1,1),findtheunitvectorparallel to d+6-6,butinthe

9x2=tB

9x2=LB

2

1

-2 -41,ol
-2-3 I

to echelon form.

[i) Find the shortest distance between the lines '- 1 - y -2
23

z-3 . x-2
=-and 

-

y-3 z-4

Show that the particle executing simple harmonic motion requires 1,f, of its period to move

4 345
tii)

from the position of maximum displacement to one in which the displacement is half the
amplitude.

(iii J A heavy uniform rod of length 'a' rests with one end against a smooth vertical wall, the other
end being tied to a point of the wall by a string of length '/'. Prove that the rod may remain in
equilibrium at an angle 0 to the wall, given by l

Man
I II III IV IT

A 1. 3 2 3 6
B 2 4 3 1 5

Iob C 5 6 3 4 6
D 3 7 4 2 2
E 7 5 6 5 4
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